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<<<<<<<<<<<UPDATE>>>>>>>>>>>
Roaming for 23 days... Bob in Boca Raton, FL is now SAFE & HOME!!!
Here is Bob’s story…
On Wednesday May 4th my brother took the trash out at around 10:30pm and left the garage door open. Bob's litter
box is in the garage and he has access to the garage from an internal kitty door. When my dad went to get his work
boots out of the garage the next morning May 5th around 6:00am, he realized the garage door was left open all
night. My dad searched the garage but couldn't find Bob, he was now officially missing.
Bob is special, he's a beautiful cat that looks like no other cat you've ever seen. Bob is blonde with blue eyes, longhair, has no tail, weighs 20 pounds and is everyone's favorite teddy bear if you've been lucky enough to meet him.
My dad immediately woke both my brother and I up and we all went out on foot looking for him until we had to go to
work. On my lunch hour that day I made flyers and had 2 friends help me flyer as many houses as possible at that
time. Over the next 2 days with the help of many neighbors and friends of mine, we managed to flyer about 400
houses. I spent hours every night on foot alone or with friends at different time frames looking for Bob with
flashlights, cat food and cat nip. In one week’s time I think I spent a total of 18 hours on foot looking for Bob. After 10
days missing I was starting to lose some hope as I still had no solid leads or confirmed sightings. I then decided to
hire Jamie Katz, a Private Investigator who specializes in lost pets. A close friend of mine told me about her and
how wonderful her success rate was at recovering animals. Jamie came to my home with two scent dogs named
Fletcher and Gable, adorable and ready to work! I had to give Jamie an item that only had Bob's sent on it
(because I have another cat), so I used his hair brush. After two hours on foot with Jamie and her two dogs, the
tracking revealed that Bob’s scent went close to 1 mile south of my house, passing my immediate neighborhood,
then looped to the east before heading back north and Gable cut straight across (to my dread) the abandoned golf
course that lined the length of my neighborhood's homes to the northeast.
:)

After the tracking was complete, Jamie got to work on a very strategic sign campaign which is ultimately what
brought Bob home. In total I put up 60 signs in all directions of my neighborhood reaching a 2 mile perimeter.
Jamie’s strategy made it so that no one would be able to come in or out of a 2 mile perimeter without having to see
a sign and this would create the awareness we needed. This sign campaign created the awareness needed in order
for everyone to know who Bob was and that Bob was a missing cat. It took me 3 days due to bad weather to get all
60 signs up, but with each day that passed, I was getting calls. Although the phone was ringing, they were not calls
of people telling me they saw my cat. These were phone calls from people who were concerned and wanted to
inform me that they are looking for Bob and hoping for his safe return. I then started to get a few calls from people
that thought they saw my Bob but sent me pictures that were not him. Each time I eliminated a new sighting, it got
harder and harder to stay positive. Then days went by with no calls, no sightings and no leads.
On Wednesday May 25th around 3pm I received a call from a woman who lived in a nearby neighborhood who said
she kept seeing my signs. She proceeded to tell me that in our immediate area of Boca Raton we have a huge
coyote problem. She went on with stories about how she actually witnessed her own cat taken by a coyote. She also
proceeded to tell me how the other neighbor’s cats that were almost taken by coyotes and how a bunch of cats were
missing in the area. Naturally my mind goes to the worst place possible and I thought to myself, "oh no, that is why
the tracking dogs took us to the abandoned golf course!” Needless to say I did not sleep that night over the thought
of my poor defenseless sweet Bob being attacked by a coyote. I really thought because so many days had gone by
with no sightings of him that he was either dead or had been taken.
So another 24 hours goes by of me losing more hope until 8:30pm the next night. May 26th I got a phone call from a
neighbor that was out walking her dog with her kids. As she is passing another neighbor’s house, the woman asked
"hey do you have a phone, I think I found that girls cat". The woman went and found the nearest sign to get my
number and she called me. I ran out the door with my dad and brother to meet the woman who then led us to the
house where the lady said she saw Bob.

Ironically, the house I ended up at was none other than the house of the woman who I had spoken to prior and with
Jamie when she was here with the dogs. This woman was very colorful about how hard she had been looking for my
Bob and that's not all about this house…This is the same house that Gable, Jamie’s scent dog circled around 3
times when we were tracking Bob!! So we get out of our cars and end up in her neighbor’s backyard where she saw
Bob run into from her own backyard. When we arrived she was out front with food trying to lure him out. But Bob
was hidden in a bush in the back. My dad shook a bush and he ran out, this was when I saw him for the first time in
23 days. I screamed "oh my god it’s him!" and he ran passed me towards the front of the house. My brother and the
woman were in front of the house in case he went in that direction. Bob ran passed them and back into the back
yard and then into another bush. My dad and I dug and dug and the next thing I know I hear the woman yell "we
have him". I ran to the front yard and saw Bob in my brother’s arms and just started balling. I couldn't believe it… we
had found Bob! Shockingly he looked pretty good considering, just dirty and considerably thinner.
I'm eternally grateful to Jamie Katz, her dogs and all my wonderful neighbors that brought my Bob back to me!
- LaRee Pingatore in Boca Raton, FL
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